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this keyboard is available in compact 60%, tkl, or full-size. we reviewed the full-size model, but expect most of the review to be valid for all variants, other than dimensions. both the tkl and compact 60% models also have a detachable cable, which the full-size doesn't have. note thatsince the glorious gmmk is
hot-swappable, your experience will vary depending onwhich switches you decide to use. there's also a barebones variant called the glorious gmmk pro, which doesn't come with any switches or keycaps, giving you plenty of customization. the ducky one 2 miniv1 and the glorious gmmk are fairly different
boards. while we reviewed the full-size format of the glorious, it's also available in a compact 60% or tkl layout. the glorious has a hot-swap board, making it a lot more versatile than the ducky because you can choose and easily swap the switches without soldering. that said, the ducky is also available in

various switch options. the duckycomes with better pbt keycaps that feel thicker, and it provides a better typing experienceoverall. both keyboards have somewhat high latency, though the ducky is a bit better. the ducky one 3 is a better mechanical gaming keyboard than the glorious gmmk. both are hot-
swappable keyboards available in a range of sizes. the ducky feels somewhat better built and has significantly lower latency. it also has higher quality doubleshot pbt keycaps, while the glorious keyboard has cheaper abs keycaps. the ducky is available in a wide range of stock mx cherry switches. on the other

hand, the glorious is available in a range of stock glorious, kailh, or gateron switches. it also has dedicated software for setting macros and adjusting settings, while the ducky has no software and relies on key combinations directly on the board to adjust settings.
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the most popular keyboard - or at least one of them - is definitely the g13, which is
the most common keyboard for pc gaming. this particular variant of the g13 comes in
a 60% and a tkl format, which means you can choose between the standard 60% and

a shorter, spartan tkl variant. this keyboard was one of the first to get its designs
ported to the cherry mx switches, so in that regard it's got amazing performance. it's

also fully programmable with various controls and macro keys, plus has multicolor
backlighting, which makes it a favorite of the rgb crowd. the razer blackwidow

tournament edition mechanical keyboard is an affordable keyboard with a wide array
of available switch options. it's available in a 60% variant, but also in a small tkl

version. this variant of the blackwidow includes the popular cherry mx brown
switches, which are a great choice for gamers. it's also got multicolor backlighting, a

10-key numberpad, and n-key rollover support. it also has macro keys and
programmable buttons for gamers who want to get their hands dirty. unlike the

obinslab anne pro, the blackwidow is not wireless. it's also missing the dedicated
backlight keys. and the cherry mx switches aren't as well-regarded as the gateron

switches on the anne pro. however, it does have the same layout and switch options,
and also supports n-key rollover. the geekhack-branded razer deathadder chroma is a
well-regarded mechanical keyboard, especially among gamers who like to use gaming
keyboards. its cherry mx brown switches are well-regarded, so it's no wonder that it's

used by pro gamers. it's also got a high number of led lighting effects on the keys,
which makes it a favorite for those seeking a bit of bling in their keyboards. it also

supports toggling a backlight on or off, which is nice if you're a privacy-minded
gamer. 5ec8ef588b
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